CLAP Working Outline + Ordered Evidence: Due at Conference

Directions for conference
Complete the Working Outline as indicated below. See our webpage for samples.
Go through all of your notecards/evidence and order it according to your outline.  Fix/amend card titles as necessary.
	If you discover you don’t have evidence for something, work on finding it. 
If you have stuff that’s “extra” set it in its own pile to discuss
	Come prepared to lead the conference.  Have a specific focus and know the questions you need to ask.  Do not expect me to just read it and give feedback.  You’re talking me through your paper!!

************************************************

Working Outline Template
Complete the outline by inserting YOUR topics into the sections indicated.  
	You DO NOT have to enter primary or secondary quotes yet; you are just focusing on the topics you are covering and the examples you are going to use to prove the topics.  However, if you have them, plop ‘em in!
	Do not stress over exact paragraphs yet, but if you see them developing, indicate them.


Preliminary title of work:  ____________________________________________
** It should not be The CLAP or the Breakfast at Tiffany’s essay. It should reflect the content and message of your piece.  This is true for all titles.

Thesis + Tag (Optional: write the full Intro)

Topic:  ______________________ 
** This should come from your thesis and introduce the first point…remember, your thesis structures your paper!**
a. What examples from your book support this topic?  
	List as many points here as possible – the more you have the easier this will be in the long run.

Do this for as many topics as you have based on your thesis and books!!!
	If you have either a PSQ or SSQ that connects to a point, put it with it.  If not, that’s okay.
Conclusion (optional for Working Outline)
Briefly summarize major points
	Explain connection to the larger lesson or meaning of the work

Good Faith Grading 

For the conference:  If you are unprepared, we will not meet and you’ll miss your shot.  

For the outline:  Full Credit = All thesis statement topics included for both books.  As long as you’ve worked to break down your thesis, include all the pertinent elements of both texts, and explain where you’ll put everything, you’re good to go!  If there is any suggestion of hasty work, I’ll send you back to the drawing board and you’ll earn a 0.

For the notecards:  It must be clear you have made every effort to order them according to your outline, grouping them according to topic.  You should have set aside those for which you have questions or concerns.  You should be able to explain why you’ve chosen what you have and know what you might still need to find.     	

General Comments & Considerations moving forward

Have you considered the order in which you’ve placed your topics?  Do they logically present the thesis? 
	Some people will organize by book, but this isn’t necessarily the best way.  You need to find the relationship between your ideas that best develops them and your thesis.  

Don’t get trapped into uber-long paragraphs!!!  Remember that each topic and subtopic and sub-sub topic may be more than one paragraph.  

How will you synthesize between the book discussions?  You want to find parallels as often as possible – so a line or two within a paragraph or between them as transitions.  Sometimes you’ll have full paragraphs of synthesis.  You are not doing two separate essays connected by a paragraph.  You need to consistently, systematically weave the two together!!!

Title – keep thinking creatively for what captures your message.  


